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gravestones is a way to get students measuring pro-
cess rates as the date of the first exposure to wea-
thering is usually given as part of any inscription. 
This forms the basis of the Earth Learning Activity 
“Will my grave stone last?” [1]. A range of activities 
and educational ideas using grave stone geology 
are also given by Hannibal (2007). Urban geology 
studies can be easily differentiated for ability and 
age, for example as part of a primary (age 5-11) 
science workshop (e.g. Kennet 2017); secondary 
(age 11-16) science (e.g. Murphy & Murphy 2001) 
as well as part of the University of Leeds undergra-
duate provision (Murphy & Evans 2014).

2. Case studies

2.1 Rochdale
The use of building stones for education is not 

a new idea in the UK [2]. The first building stone 
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1. Introduction
The use of urban geology – whether the mate-

rials have been transported intentionally for Geos-
cience education or as part of urban generation and 
regeneration – provides many opportunities for 
geological observation and recording without the 
need for time consuming and costly travel. This 
is particularly true in the modern age of globali-
sation where building stone is transported around 
the world. Another very important aspect of urban 
geology as an educational resource is that of acces-
sibility. When designing our curricula we need to 
ensure inclusion for all our students. Urban geo-
logy can be a very useful tool in providing a valid 
geological materials education for those unable for 
whatever reason to participate in more traditional 
geoscience fieldwork (e.g. Randles 2017).

A variety of educational opportunities beyond 
basic observational and descriptive activities are 
possible, e.g. the quantification of weathering using 
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2.2 Bradford
The city of Bradford is renowned for its wealth 

of Victorian architecture including its parks. One 
such is Lister Park, laid out between 1870 and 1904, 
which is still very heavily used today and was voted 
Britain’s best park in 2006 [5,6]. The park contains 
a superb example of Stigmaria, the rooting struc-
ture of a Carboniferous coal forest lycopsid tree 
excavated nearby in 1889.

 
Figure 2. Stigmari in Lister park, Bradford

Less well known is the bigger geological educa-
tion resource forming part of the botanical gardens 
in the park. Here limestone and sandstone blocks 
were laid in way to imitate natural outcrops and 
covered with soil appropriate plantings. Part of 
a small stream was diverted to create a waterfall 
which is a replica of Thornton Force, a well-known 
waterfall in the nearby Yorkshire Dales National 
Park, where a classic angular unconformity is 
exposed [7,8].

 
Figure 3. The replica of Thornton Force in Lister Park

While not well publicised the area is well main-
tained and has recently received new interpretation 
signage.

trail guide for the city of Leeds was published over 
75 years ago (Versey 1940) and Manchester over 45 
years ago (Simpson & Broadhurst 1975) though 
more recent works have been published for both 
cities (Dimes & Mitchell 1996, 2006 and Simpson 
& Broadhurst 2014).  The history of deliberately 
created geological trails and installations however 
is much longer with the oldest in the region being 
in Rochdale Municipal Cemetery, dating from 
1855. This is believed to be the work of two local 
geologists James Horsfall and Robert Law FGS 
who assisted the architect Abraham Stansfield. 30 
stone pillars represent the stratigraphic column 
as known at the time (Baldwin &Alderson 1996, 
Kabrna 2007 p 1&2).  There are start and finish 
stones bearing scriptural quotations and the pillars 
are along edges of the access road in the central por-
tion of the cemetery. Each pillar is engraved as to 
its stratigraphic unit name and geographical origin. 

Today a few are missing and the carbonates in 
particular are badly weathered [3]. Some are leaning 
in rather precarious positions and the first six spe-
cimens are no longer in order but the majority of 
the original trail can still be followed. The samples 
are biased towards Victorian resources and building 
stones, local Carboniferous examples dominate, 
reflecting the practical origins of our science but 
there are also samples from Scotland, Wales, Ireland 
and Italy. This is possibly the oldest purpose built 
geological education trail in the world. Rochdale 
cemetery also contains the graves of 15 of the ori-
ginal 28 Rochdale Equitable Pioneers Society – the 
founders of the cooperative movement. It is due to 
the principles and success of this society in provi-
ding pure food at equitable prices that Rochdale is 
known as the birthplace of the modern world wide 
cooperative movement. A trail visiting the graves of 
these social pioneers is also available [4].

Figure 1. Pillars from the Rochdale geology trail
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2.3 York

A recent development has been the creation of a 
walk-on geological map installation of the county of 
Yorkshire in the historic city of York. This was com-
missioned in 2015 by the Yorkshire Philosophical 
Society and the York Museums Trust in order to 
celebrate the bicentennial of William Smith’s pio-
neering geological map of England, Wales and sou-
thern Scotland (Winchester 2001). This impressive 
4 m x 4 m mosaic art work by artist Janette Ireland 
used geological materials to demonstrate many of 
the important points illustrated by Smith.

The materials used in the mosaic reflect the 
original colours Smith used for his mappable units. 
Examples of each rock type, along with the mate-
rials used to represent them in the construction 
of the mosaic, are displayed on the edges of the 
installation. Details of the map including explana-
tory leaflets can be found at [9]. This shows that 
geological installations are still considered to be of 
educational and artistic value today.

2.4 Leeds
Unfortunately not everyone appreciates the 

educational value of urban geology, for example 
a walk on geological map of England and Wales 
created in 1957 in the city of Leeds was removed 
around 2004. The curator of Leeds museums 
between 1947 and 1957 was Dr. David Owen, a 
geologist trained at Kings College London. He 
reinvigorated the geological collections including 
turning the vaulted cellars beneath the museum 
building into a replica coal mine (Brears 1989 p22). 
When the medieval (1152-1538) Cistercian monas-
tic remains of Kirkstall Abbey came under the care 

of the museums service in 1954 he realised that the 
park land surrounding the abbey offered oppor-
tunities for geological education.  An area of lawn 
near the river was raised up as a sloping terrace and 
an outline map of England and Wales was cut out 
and filled with concrete. Blocks of stone sourced 
from quarries were then erected tombstone-like 
in appropriate locations on the map with simple 
two word labels being carved into the blocks – e.g. 
“Granite, Shap”.

Other geological specimens were also added 
including a sandstone slab showing a Chirothe-
rium footprint and a fossil tree (Brears 1989 p25). 
The installation, called the Geological Garden, 
was opened by Professor Henry Cherry Versey of 
the University of Leeds in 1957. Sadly the garden 
fell into disrepair through the 1990s though is still 
fondly remembered by Leeds residents who visi-
ted the site as children. By 2001 the site had been 
vandalised and a number of slabs were broken or 
missing. The installation was removed sometime 
around 2004, should you visit the site today it is 
grassland though the vague outline of the raised 
terrace can just be discerned. It is a great shame that 
such an innovative educational resource developed 
by two of the great geological educators of the city 
of Leeds, Dr. Owen and Professor Versey, should 
have been allowed to quietly disappear.

An intriguing surviving example of a geological 
installation in the Leeds area is the war memorial 
lychgate at St Marys Church, Whitkirk, in what 
is now a suburb of the city. A lychgate is a roofed 
gateway to a churchyard and was traditionally used 
during the middle ages to shelter corpses until the 
arrival of the clergyman.

 
Figure 4. The William Smith mosaic in York museum 

gardens

 
Figure 6. Undated image of the now lost Leeds Geological Garden. 

By kind permission of Leeds Library and Information 
Service. www.leodis.net
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update or suggest improvements to an existing 
resource in order to enhance their own learning. 
Involving students in trail creation has also proved 
very successful leading to co-creation of education 
resources and building a sense of ownership of their 
education within the student cohort (e.g. Murphy 
& Evans 2014) and can be extended to co-delivery 
and co-responsibility. Urban trail development has 
also provided opportunities for work based learning 
(e.g. Burek & Hope2006).

A move away from printed media to digital 
platforms is another way to make keeping such 
teaching resources up to date a more realistic pro-
posal. However, trails designed for mobile digital 
platforms are in practice often printed as hard 
copy, not just by older cohorts who often prefer 
leaflets as an information source (Burek & Hope 
2006) but even by users from the digital native 
generations.   Attempts using QR codes and other 
markers have resulted n the removal of unlicen-
sed street furniture as well as loss to vandalism.  
Experience shows that frustration due to hardware 
and software malfunction/compatibility or urban 
change results in rapid user disillusionment and 
disengagement whereas the installations of our 
Victorian forefathers have stood the test of time 
and are still used today.

One of the most successful digital platforms 
for urban geology is that of London Pavement 
Geology [10], a citizen science style project where 
data is available on a simple website and everyo-
ne can contribute and ensure updates are added.  
This has evolved at least in part from two books on 
London’s urban geology by Eric Robinson which 
are classics of the genre (Robinson 1984, 1985) and 
have inspired many trails and leaflets in the capital 
and elsewhere (e.g. [11]). 

This relatively modern (1949) example con-
tains two panels made of a variety of building stones 
sourced from buildings damaged by bombing in the 
Second World War, including the Houses of Parlia-
ment and both St Pauls and Coventry cathedrals.

 Stone is the traditional material for war memo-
rial construction in the UK but is usually all from 
one source. This is an unusual and perhaps unique 
memorial (Murray 2002).

3.  Practical considerations
If we want to avoid a similar fate befalling other 

educational resources as has befallen the Leeds 
geological garden we need to ensure they are used 
as part of our teaching and as a community of geos-
cientists we need to be proactive about ensuring 
they are maintained. One way to avoid loss and 
damage is to site installations in areas protected 
from further development such as graveyards (e.g. 
Rochdale) and religious buildings (e.g. St Mary’s, 
Whitkirk). 

The main risk to urban geology trails is the 
rapid rate of urban renewal, vigilance is needed 
and regular updates should be produced to avoid 
information becoming obsolete and trails no lon-
ger functioning.  This can be a time consuming 
and costly process but one way to manage this is 
to give undergraduate students a task to evaluate, 

 
Figure 7. The Lychgate at St Marys Whitkirk

Figure 8. One of the stone panels. H of P- Houses of 
Parliament. St.P – St Pauls, London. StM – St Martins 
le Grand, York, M – Leeds City Museum
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The first known attempt to model dinosaurs 
at full scale was undertaken at Crystal Palace in 
south London. These statues were set in a model 
geological landscape and the site was opened as a 
commercial amusement in 1854 one year before 
the Rochdale cemetery trail. The majority of these 
models survive and the area was extensively resto-
red in 2002 [12]. It is a very popular educational 
outing for school and is run and maintained by 
the park owners (Bromley Borough Council) but 
is overseen by a charitable body called Friends of 
Crystal Palace Dinosaurs [13] whose purpose is to 
promote the long-term conservation of the statues 
and the larger site. These examples from London 
may show us the way forward in preserving and 
using the geological education resources in the 
north of England.

4.  Conclusions
Perhaps the approach of London Pavement 

Geology should be a model for future trail deve-
lopments in other cities. Urban geology provides 
a wide range of opportunities for geoscience edu-
cation and in times of increasing financial pressure 
offers an inclusive way of ensuring both the general 
public and geology students see a wide range of 
rock types. The value of a good geological installa-
tion in the right setting cannot be overstated and 
the Friends of Crystal Palace provides a model of 
how community involvement and oversight can 
ensure installations are preserved, maintained and 
utilised. The long history of urban geology in the 
UK shows that a geology education resource, if 
sited in the right place and looked after can be an 
exciting and inspirational educational resource in 
regular use for over a century and a half.
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